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heaven can be almost whatever an
individual mormon envisions her to
be
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these articles have stimulated
research and discussion both of
which have been further fueled by
the diversity of mormon women
themselves
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women family and utopia communal experiments of the shakers
the oneida community and the
mormons
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recognize that mormon women in
the past were not as emancipated as
he supposes and he oversimplifies
the complex queries female latter
day saints deal with today
yet he is willing to ask the hard
questions about women in the
mormon church past and present
that some inside scholars might
shy away from foster at least gives
us a point from which to begin
a discussion
jessie embry

scriptural teachings of the prophet
joseph smith annotated by richard
gentilesrush
gentiles rush in where saints galbraith deseret book 1993
fear to tread might be a good sumbefore buying this hefty volmary for lawrence fosters women
family and utopia drawing on ume take a good look when 1I first
his research published in religion saw this books cover 1I was thrilled
and sexuality three american here 1JI thought is a new book discommunal experiments of the cussing joseph smiths teachings
nineteenth century new york about various scriptural topics inoxford university press 1981 and stead I1 was surprised to find a verpreviously published articles foster batim reprinting of the familiar
1976 edition of joseph fielding
looks at women in the shaker
oneida and mormon communities smiths 1938 teachings of the
despite fosters efforts to provide a prophet joseph smith augmented
continuing thread to tie the theories with three brief additions one altertogether the book still reads like ation and thousands of scripture
reference footnotes
disconnected essays
those footnotes were generthe information is not all a
rehash though foster updates the ated by computer searching a prochapters by including modem femi- cedure that hits a few real gems but
nist jargon and trying to imagine also tons of unsifted scree some
how women of today would view footnotes lead the reader to specific
the positions of their sisters in the quotes but others are based on
cormons
Mor
mons single words or loose verbal or conpast with respect to the mormons
he believes that the church gave ceptual similarities I1 would have
women liberating opportunities in appreciated some indication of
the nineteenth century but is re- which word or phrase is tied to each
pressive today and he attempts to scripture reference how the less
analyze data according to that hy- obvious scriptures are pertinent to
po
pothesis
thesis foster however fails to the text or when one might believe

